Whatever you think you think gamification is or what it is for, if you have used it it is usually
for one reason – to increase engagement with something. You may not have defined
engagement as such, you may have spoken about active participation, or learning transfer,
or productivity increase. However, they all point in one direction – to encourage people to
do more of something or to do it better.
Some of the projects you have done or seen may have been long term focused, looking to
increase intrinsic motivation of participants, others may have just been short term
campaigns using simple mechanics to reward activity.
In my experience, gamification is mostly used as a way to boost interest in an activity and
with that to increase any of the other factors that have been mentioned. Hand in hand with
that there is often a level of education included, or onboarding, to help elevate this to a new
level.
If you consider activities needing interest and ability, similar to Flow, if a person is lacking
interest, however, motivated they may be via other factors, they will struggle to do things
“happily”. I like to think that gamification can be used to just nudge the needle on the
interest side of the equation.
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Interest vs Ability
Sometimes that little nudge is all it takes to get an activity to happen, then you can work on
other ways to get the activity to continue.
Recently we had a challenge with my youngest daughter. We wanted her to eat a wider
variety of vegetables. I created a chart and a simple narrative that had her eating
vegetables to defeat various Batman villains. It used extrinsic rewards to encourage her to
at least try certain vegetables.
In her mind, she lacked both interest and ability. The story line increased her interest so
that it presented a challenge to her. After trying carrots a few times, she was educated
enough to know that she had the ability to eat them. Now, I am not saying she was in the
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“Very Happy” area of the chart because after finding she could eat them, her interest
dropped as she realised she didn’t like them much. However, at that point, she had eaten
them in six successive meals and could no longer argue that she was unable to eat them!
You don’t always have to create overly complicated plans. Sometimes you just need to make
it all a bit more interesting!
Oh as an aside, my kids / managers book on value and purpose is now available on Amazon!
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